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The term « extrême contemporain » is an expression currently used by scholars to
indicate the French literary production of the last 20 years. This term was used in
a work of literature for the first time by the French poet Dominique Fourcade in
1986 (Élégie L apostrophe E.C.) in reference to an epoch, but also to a new sense
of experiencing time and space in the so-called « age of digital reproducibility ».
The aim of this paper is to consider how the change in temporal protocols due to the
triumph of Big Optics (Paul Virilio) affects the sense of teleology (destiny) and the
quest for experience in French contemporary poetry (in particular, in the genre of
the elegy). Including both memory and anticipation, the « extrême contemporain »
production seems to prefer the “time of now”, Jetzt-zeit in Benjamin’s words, to
past or testimony, and speaks to the present, whose responsibility is to give voice to
a space where everything is simply allowed to happen.
Destiny, temporality, doom: these three words, that are put together in the title of
this Issue apply to our sense of historical progression, as if the first and the last were
linked, like “beads on a rosary,” through and by the middle one, invoking the notion
of an inner quest.
This well-known image of the rosary is taken from “Theses on the Philosophy
of History”,1 an essay in which Walter Benjamin criticizes historians who content
themselves “with establishing a causal connection between various moments in his-
tory,” instead of grasping “the constellation which [their] own era has formed with
a definite earlier one”.2
In these pages I would like to share my thoughts about a supposed change con-
cerning the notion of the teleological passing of time that has been taking place in the
contemporary French “Literary era”; an “epoch”—I prefer this word to the previous
one—which, following the suggestions advanced by Jean-Luc Nancy and Michel
Chaillou in the mid-1980s, can be approximately called the “extrême contemporain”
(the “contemporary extreme”).3
Since then, this label has seen myriads of formulations, and has come to identify
a corpus of authors (mostly novelists, even if the term was primarily introduced for
poetry) who interpret, each in their own specific way, their “avant-garde” work. One
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could even say that this definition has become thoroughly debased by now, because
of its broadness. Nevertheless, among all the possible interpretations of this expres-
sion, I will advance the one that describes a contemporary age that includes its
extremities, where the word “extremity” is not to be taken merely in the sense of an
extreme experience (somehow connected to the concept of necessity and, perhaps,
doom), but rather in the meaning of outermost and farthest parts of it.
This allows me to preserve the idea of the “continuum of History” proposed by
Walter Benjamin in his “Theses”, when he states that:
History is the object of a construction, whose site is not that of homogeneous and empty time, but one
filled with now-time [jetzt-zeit]. Thus, to Robespierre ancient Rome was a past charged with the time of
the now which he blasted out of the continuum of history. The French Revolution viewed itself as Rome
incarnate.4
Jetzt-zeit and extrême contemporain poetry are, in my opinion, to be paralleled
by this constructive principle (that Benjamin attributed to historical materialism)
related to a sort of “cessation of historical time”. They both recognize
the sign of a Messianic cessation of happening [a sort of zero-hour, Stillstellung], or, put differently,
a revolutionary chance of events [. . .] in order to blast a specific era out of the homogenous course of
history – blasting a specific life out of the era or a specific work out of the lifework. As a result of this
method the lifework is preserved in this work and at the same time canceled; in the lifework, the era; and
in the era, the entire course of history. The nourishing fruit of the historically understood contains time
as a precious but tasteless seed.5
The various aspects of time (past, present and future) are thus converging, so that
they are all simultaneously autonomous and mutually constitutive, creating a sort of
“temporal synaesthesia”6 that gives things a chance to happen.
What I intend to do in this essay is, first, illustrate how and why time has to be
seen as a “precious but tasteless seed” in the extrême contemporain literary epoch
(in France).
To do this, I will begin by discussing the notion of the “suspension of experience”
in contemporary literature, recently proposed by several critics. Secondly, I will turn
to think about the relationship between destiny and experience, as it results in some
pages of two poets belonging to this epoch of extremes: Emmanuel Hocquard and,
more specifically, Dominique Fourcade. And I will conclude with some reflections
on an elegy poem in which, in my opinion, “extrême contemporain epoch” poetry
best shows its peculiar interpretation of the link between destiny, temporality and
doom through its inner quest.
I . N O T E S O N L I T E R A T U R E A N D E X P E R I E N C E :
P R O S E A N D P O E T R Y
There are two ways to explore the connections between literature and experience.
We can initially wonder about what the experience of literature is today; secondly,
we can investigate the relationship between literature and experience today.
The first approach implies the introduction of a new model when considering
literature in the “age of digital reproducibility”. It is culturally fashionable today
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to speak of literary device rather than of literary structure, which implies a trans-
semiotic approach to literature, including a strategic combination (agencement) of
utterance (textuality) and visuality.7
It is undeniable that what Paul Virilio called the “Big Optics” (the switch from
an anthropometrical vision based on geometrical perspective, which involves the
distinction between near and far, to “the active optics of time passing at the speed
of light”, typical of Information Technology)8 has affected both temporality and the
horizon of life and experience. We are beneath (or better, floating into) an open sky
full of promises, or full of emptiness. The epoch of horizons has passed away and
contemporary storytelling often explores the erosion of the line between Story and
History.9 Therefore the contemporary literary scene looks like a theater where the
wings of the stage, and the stage as well, are placed in front of the spectators’ eyes.
After the advent of photography, that informs the Nineteenth century
“imageries”—as Philippe Hamon calls them, after Arjun Appadurai’s considera-
tions about social imaginary—,10 montage and video composition techniques are
now influencing our contemporary literary perspectives which have been left, as
we have seen, without a horizon. We can dance “photographically”,11 we can write
“hypertextual” poetry, which is not necessarily the incorporation of images, sounds,
touch or other interactive multimedia tools along with alphabetic writing,12 but
rather the necessity of reading poetry and novels as a “multilayered” devices, as
a multitrack abridgement of possibility. This is the legacy, I dare say, the destiny of
our visual culture era, and not only for writers, but for scholars too, who are more
and more often asked to cross the boundaries between disciplines (in particular,
those between literature and the arts), as I am doing in my paper.
Considering now the links between experience and literature, that is to say expe-
rience in literature, in Infancy and History, under to sub-heading “Modern poetry
and experience”, Giorgio Agamben writes:
Modern poetry from Baudelaire onwards is seen to be founded not on new experience, but on an unprece-
dented lack of experience. Hence, the boldness with which Baudelaire can place shock at the centre of his
artistic work. It is experience that best affords us protection from surprises, and the production of shock
always implies a gap in experience. To experience something means divesting it of novelty, neutralizing
its shock potential.13
Here Agamben is thinking about Baudelaire and Benjamin. In “On Some Motifs
in Baudelaire”,14 the German philosopher asserts that “the replacement of the older
relation [to storytelling] by information, and of information by sensation, reflects
the increasing atrophy of experience”.15
As another scholar noticed,
it is not that experience disappears because of the exposure to ‘shock’. Rather, experience becomes
devoid of meaning, empty, voiceless. It speaks no more, and with its silence comes the nakedness of the
subject. But exactly what is it that we mean by nakedness (nudità) [. . .]? By nakedness we mean here the
simple event of being devoid of experience, which in turn means that moment devoid of historiography
[. . .], the present-now (Jetzt-zeit) to which Benjamin devoted so many pages and so much thought. In
other words, by nakedness we mean here the suspension of historiographical existence by way of which
existence manifests itself as pure existence; existence as-such.16
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Not only does this nakedess of the subject take precedence over experience, but
the contemporary writer doesn’t believe in Humanism any more, that is to say s/he
denies the possibility of having a posterity and a message for it.
If s/he refutes the judgment of posterity, what about retributive judgment of God,
where the destiny is decided according to our merits or lack thereof? Let’s stop for
a second here and we’ll come come back later to this question.
Some contemporary fiction is looking for a factual grounding, by investigating
the only experience that seems to be fit for those who are the “survivors” of Story
and History: war, war as an absolute, and violence.17 If destiny is, as I believe, a
horizon, destiny is more and more in the horizon of death.
Paradoxically, the so called “homme imaginaire”18 (Imaginary Man) of Mass
Culture materializes the erosion between fictional and factual precisely in rela-
tion to the event of death: what is the sacrificial theme of “dying for me” in
cinematographic truth? Always the others are dying “instead of me”.
On the other hand, the Imaginary Reader, nowadays, knows much about the wear-
ing down of the line that distinguishes meta-narrative literature from narrative one,
to the extent that “today, while the lack of experience in literature is exploding, every
novel, even the most autobiographical, the most naïvely up-to-the-minute, is written
like an historical novel”.19
The beginning of this century is rather similar to the beginning of the last one,
except for this indifference not only to “these fragments [we] have shored against
[our] ruins”,20 but to posterity and future. We are now in Klee’s Angelus Novus
position, and the storm forces us irresistibly into the future to which our back is
turned.21
Poetry could seem, at first sight, to be more protected from these shocks related to
the end of teleology than narrative literature. But that is not the case; and how could
it be different, given that poetry is the quintessence of the permanent oscillation
of words and worlds? One could extend to poetry what Benjamin said about the
thinking of historical materialism:
Thinking involves not only the flow of thoughts, but their arrest as well. Where thinking suddenly stops
in a configuration pregnant with tensions, it gives that configuration a shock, by which it crystallizes into
a monad.22
Each poem contains a blueprint of the world, each poem has a “constellatory
essence”. By dialectically canceling-out the specificity of an event or epoch, it
elevates and preserves its specificity in relation to the entire structure of mes-
sianic time.23 Thus, in a poem, the etymology for destiny shows all its properties:
it actually implies the sense of firmness, of arrest (“that which has been firmly
established”, from Latin destinatus, pp. of destinare “make firm, establish”).
In this sense, a poem is so established that it includes its extremities; it is filled
with now-time (jetzt-zeit); its parts are all autonomous and reciprocally constitutive;
in it, “everything happens”, despite and because of its firmness: in language there
is always “too much play”—as you could say for a steering wheel. It is precisely in
this “play” that we can look for its “inner quest”.
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I I . A N D S T I L L E V E R Y T H I N G H A P P E N S !
Everything happens is the title of one of the central poems of the Parisian poet
Dominique Fourcade.24 He wrote this composition in 1999 for Charles Bernstein,
Susan Howe and their students at State University of New York in Buffalo. In
Everything happens, the Edouard Manet’s letterhead, “Tout arrive”, stands for the
principle (of life, of language or writing, which contains both life and language) that
illuminates poetry: “Be ready but not prepared”.
A “shimmering apprenticeship”25 can then take place, leading to a “shockwave”:
The effect that of a shockwave on a tightwire the wave travels the wire bounces off the mooring doubles
back amplified to the starting point I don’t dare follow; we walk a wire known to us alone sometimes we
even walk a wire unknown to us this time I knew of the wire but nothing of the shock that awaited me –
no tightrope artist’s allure here – just plain old sleepwalking and the wire is buried – no ambiguity or
metaphor26
In the “great openness” of the contemporary epoch, these two words (i.e.
“everything happens”) show all their complexity and become aspects27 of the world:
everythinghappens objects sentinels like Marcel Proust’s childhood Kaleidoscope lamp
everythinghappens moments Dominique Mercy’s solo in Nur du it’s the structure’s suppleness that
authorizes the stunning man-moments
simplest regard magic lantern of descrete series
Dickinson Stein Oppen
no decrees
all the instant of time fit one in the other towards the outsides
and the points on the surface want one another escape immobile28
The categories of time and space are hence here reversed.
Time blasts to its extremities, being, simultaneously, fit (this image recalls here
the “now-time”, jetzt-zeit, “blasting a specific work out of the lifework, where the
lifework is preserved in this work and at the same time canceled, containing time as
a precious but tasteless seed”). In the same way, space condenses everything, being,
simultaneously, still:
all the points of the page’s surface, of its swerve to the frontiers all diagonals included, all this in a nearly
madding simultaneity, is not a happy story, because it means breaking not only with what is established
but also with your most advanced and cherished masters, and even giving up on your brothers, and
because, of all the phases spoken in a line, not one is natural in the first place,
I’m lying a little
Because this gaping
I don’t mention
That I engulf myself in today
And that the subject
contains dying29
The subject contains dying. “Dead subject” is included in “Everything
happens”.30 And his/her death and nakedness are not necessarily due to a lack of
experience, but surely to a suspension of historiographical existence, that reveals
when existence manifests itself as pure existence.
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Modernity, in Manet’s words, “gave a larynx back to the art-maker, and changed
the rate of indecision to quicksilver. Finally [it] let happen [. . .]. Let, and not force
to happen. Discovery of disorientation. Work of elimination of defenses”.31
There is no fate forcing to take place. Hence, there is no doom.
What is more, place is always displaced: “These two words so reliable [are] trav-
eling by balloon [. . .], going farther and farther towards their destination whose
nature is to never arrive, never happen, including the highest-quality chance,
young”.32
So poetry is still an experience, but an experience of sorts. As the poet states,
it’s “an experience over the page, into which you enter as the experience of each
time-space unit of the word on the level of the letter, multitrack”.33
In this way,
the truth and the possibility of this experience, a force at least equal to its necessity comes into play from
the start to eject you. Eject you from what? From the immense point we were getting to, of the page
language world and so of all experience. I’m certain that only a method can make everything happening
plausible, otherwise it is unfounded: art today stands so little to reason. This method [. . .] is something I
don’t have [. . .]. Or shut up and schuss, I’m sure that what’s at stake is the planning of death. At any rate
everything is art. And I should pretend what, I’ll do anything you ask, to be a writer?34
Everything happens is ending here, suggesting that death has to be planned (no
more verdicts, just a choice). That is the “en-jeu” of art: that is its very serious play
in action.
This is a real “revolution” (it was announced in the poem Le ciel pas d’angle,
whose title announces The Unangular Sky—the Big Optic’s open sky?).35 This
revolution contradicts, for the first time since the neo-platonic era poetry, the tra-
dition of “negative theology” that has devoted literature to testify its own failures
and impossibilities, according to Jacques Rancière words.36
And this is the meaning of the title that I chose for the final part of my essay. The
sentence is actually a quotation of the epigraph opening the first version of an elegy
by Dominique Fourcade published in 1986: “the elegiac experience that I have of
the Contemporary” (“Le sentiment élégiaque que j’ai du contemporain”).
I I I . “L E S E N T I M E N T É L E G I A Q U E Q U E J ’A I D U C O N T E M P O R A I N ”
In the text Outrance utterance et autres élégies, which has not been yet translated
and that presents the final version of the poem Élégie L apostrophe E.C. (some-
thing like Elegy L apostrophe E.C., where E.C. stands for Extrême Contemporain),
this inscription si found just in a footnote, whereas in its first version, published in
installments in several issues of Claude Royet-Journoud’s journal L’in-plano, it was
in the foreground.37
Starting from the early 1980s the poetic genre of elegy, used according to the
classical tradition to digress about the conditions of the author’s own time and fate,
and not plot-driven, became crucial to some French poets referring to the American
Objectivist Poets (we have already read the quotation of Oppen’s Descrete Series
in Fourcade’s Everything happens). Among them, Emmanuel Hocquard,38 who has
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never abandoned the reflection on this genre, “listed under the heading Lyric Poetry”
in the various entries of his “dictionaries”.39 The last work in which the elegy is “at
stake” is Conditions de lumière (Conditions of Light not yet published in English—
the translation is expected in October 2009), where he writes without punctuation
the poem “In a glass flute” (“Dans une coupe en verre”). Here a passage, in my
translation:
The elegy is not in the words of mourning It is in the repetition of the utterance of language It is this
repetition Language as a whole is elegy One never speaks of self Never a subject of enunciation has
existed There is only the grammatical subject There is no beginning There is no primary utterance There
is just to collect In a glass flute Even if one doesn’t understand very well what’s going on a disjunction
has taken place A difference in pitch and velocity The pitch of utterance is neutral Its velocity steady An
interval taken has place or an exit space Since never it was the case to enter in In speaking or writing or
reading or translating one looks for the exit. Or to come out.
Writing is this openness40
Emmanuel Hocquard, influenced by Wittgenstein, maps language to show the
limits of thought and meaninglessness. A scholar defined Hocquard’s poetic process
a “negative modernity”, stressing the difference between his connotative “inverse
elegiac” and the “classical” one. If in the latter the poet “ruminates” the representa-
tion of the past making a denotative use of it, in the “inverse elegiac”, writing in the
openness, the poet “redoes the past, thus relating to it empirically”.41
In “Dans une coupe en verre” Emmanuel Hocquard is underlying one impor-
tant thing that Dominique Fourcade would have said with another “image” (even
if he never uses images): utterance is always elegiac because it is the horizon of
the voice.42 In other words, “elegy is always less about someone [. . .] and more in
anticipation”43 of something-someone (a “third person account”)44 that makes its
way through the multidimensional space of language, of utterance.
Is, then, our etrême contemporain a “negative modernity”? I’m not so sure that
one can apply this label on the works of these French authors, especially if we
associate the expression “negative” to a new declension of the “negative theology”
in poetry. Surely, this is not the case for Dominique Fourcade, whose poetry calls
for the responsibility of language.
Language is in its impulse and floating,45 in the horizon, in the blank of the voice:
“The voice is the horizon; the voice is every horizon; every horizon. The poem,
the impulse, the voice are one”.46 And being a voice, language implies a moral
obligation, which is all but a burden: it is more like a call for a attention, like when
someone pours out his/her anxieties to you and you do the same to him/her.47
In the final part of Outrance Utterance an angel comes (the lyrical subject says
that he “raids” the poem), not only to provide consolation (like in the classical
elegy), but to redo the past in a very concrete way. This angel is a woman (we
can read that he is “sister in virginity” with the poet, since the poet himself is,
according to the poem, a woman)48 and he/she gives substance (“donne corps”)49
to the contemporary. Contemporary age is nothing but clamor. The angel has thus
come to pronounce this clamor “with the weight of he who spreads some big wings
to dry”.50 He/she has also come to put his/her wings round us (Fourcade uses the
verb “ceinturer”, that gives the idea, simultaneously, of a grip and an embrace): to
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hold us, to talk to us with sharp notes, but without saying anything we didn’t know
before. The angel just testifies his/her commitment in the poem.51
Outrance, utterance. Utterance ryhmes with outrance. It is necessary to avoid any
drift that the image of the angel can recall. The angels here have both feet planted
on the ground, just where the things of the poem do happen.
The language of poetry cannot but be excessive (it exceeds a proper limit: its own
limits), language is exorbitant (it exceeds a horizon: that of a world pas d’angle).
In short, language is extreme when it frees from the grip space-time: “Space is the
unique place for a poem which refuses to be yesterday’s”.52 So, elegy is not in the
mourning over a (tragic) destiny, but in the promise of a (happy) happening. Its inner
quest is for space and this space is that of the surface of the page, it is that of a line
regardless of time, the tasteless fruit.
The next to last phrase of Outrance utterance, originally written in English,
affirms:
We are aiming at a line without trauma. Aiming at space within language regardless of time within
language. We have in mind a novel that would loose information, and deprocess words – a metric novel.
Temperature? But depth has none, nor fever. Voices are bodies more real than bodies and so is rose,
loaded with blue. It all comes as an inundation on the page. The sea is flesh-colored, and we are being
paged on the beach, it’s disconcerting. A poem demands light, not clarity. Light ever more, we shall not
understand. Aiming at not aiming. The light which is within the light and the well which is within the
well within the light and the air within the word are the poem’s subject and we shall be anxious.53
Who is this “we”? It is all the contemporaries of the poet who have wings: E.E.
Cummings writing the verse “nobody, not even the rain, has such small hands”
(a line that becomes, in Fourcade’s version, “no one had smaller hands, even the
rain”)54; Simon Hantaï, who teaches us that utterance is singing, with its breath-
ing, modulation and scansion55 and that nowadays painting is “with hands behind
the back and with eyes scratched out”56; John Barrow, with his Dictionarium poly-
graphicum about the Body of Arts, poetically describing the colors in the Eighteenth
century57; Cézanne, Rembrandt, Manet, Fra Angelico, their angels, their wings.
And last, the most contemporary embodiment of this elegy is the side mirror of
a famous race car58: in that mirror, in the way it reflects the world, in the way we
look at it disappearing at our back, there is the emblem of the cancellation of our
deformed perception of time. Time here becomes space, surface and it is up to the
writer to hold it back like space, or to redo it in time. Very, very slowly.59
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